ALTA COMMENT CHART ON CFPB FIRST DRAFT CLOSING DISCLOSURE FORM
Issue
A. Form Design/Format/Delivery

Comment

Suggested Resolution

(1) As a form combining information required
by RESPA and TILA, there is significant
confusion regarding responsibilities for
completion of various portions of the form.

The form should be partitioned into two
sections: Part A, generally comprised of the
information shown on pages 1 and 5 of
Hornbeam and pages 1, 4 (AIR table only), 5
and 6 of Ironwood, would be completed by
the lender and delivered to the settlement
agent for consumer delivery at closing; and
Part B, generally comprised of the information
shown on pages 2, 3 and 4 of Hornbeam and
pages 2, 3 and 4 (except AIR table) of
Ironwood, would be completed by the
settlement agent and delivered by the
settlement agent at closing.
See suggestion for form
partitioning/delegation above.

(2) Significant technology challenges for
settlement agents and their software
providers. Settlement software does not
currently capture the loan information on the
form. No adequate data import functions exist
between lender origination systems (LOS) and
settlement provider software, requiring
settlement agents to re-key loan information
received from information originally keyed
into lender systems. Capturing, providing
input screens and other collection protocols
will require extensive system reconfiguration
for each settlement system, likely ranging in
hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars.
(3) The current versions of the settlement
disclosure would require providing the entire
form (including several pages of confidential

See suggestion for form
partitioning/delegation above.
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loan term information of the borrower) to the
seller.
(4) Form Delivery: Is this form intended to be
pre-closing or final disclosure form? Page one
of the form indicates “This form is a statement
of final loan terms and actual settlement
costs”, denoting a final disclosure. However,
the final signature block indicates “you do not
have to accept this loan because you have
signed or received this form or applied for this
loan”.
(5) Signature Lines – See “Form Delivery”
comment below. Also, no indication of the
inclusion or location of a seller’s signature
line. Further, no indication of the inclusion or
location of a settlement agent’s signature line
or certification.
(6) Is the form intended to be dynamic or
expandable to include multiple items? Can
attachments be incorporated for additional
items?

Terms should be clarified to denote this form
(or at least the settlement statement portion
of a proposed partitioned/delegated form) is a
final statement of terms and charges. The
instructions for use of the form should also
allow the insertion of non-conflicting language
required by regulation or by lenders.

Need guidance on placement of seller
signature line and settlement agent signature
and certification currently required by GSE’s. If
a certification is required, this language and
location should be standardized.
The form should allow settlement providers to
use software that either dynamically expands
or allows for reference to and attachment of
additional attachment pages. The settlement
disclosure instructions should also describe
the appropriate methods of expansion and
attachment. Also, CFPB must be very clear in
the instructions for completing the form that
additional charges appearing on ‘float’ lines
(or on attachments) in each section do NOT
have to appear on specific lines. This in the
past has caused settlement officers and
system programmers a great deal of work and
effort. Getting charges in the right section
should be the only requirement. Further,
lenders who are “sellers” of REOs or Short
Sale Lenders are placing requirements on the
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(7) Which lines on the draft disclosure forms
are “hard-coded” to the line referenced and
which are dynamic changeable?

(8) Processing problems with
renumbering/removal of settlement
statement form sections. In particular, the
removal of section 1300(“Additional
Settlement Charges”) removes a section
designated for “catch all” buyer AND SELLER
charges such as:
o Home Warranty
o HOA dues
o Repairs
o Various inspections
o Credit Card Payments
o FIRPTA Withholding
o State Withholding
o Inspections-pool, roof, property,
septic, well
o Natural Hazard Disclosure Fee

settlement company to show seller costs in a
particular way; CFPB needs to consider seller
charges such as short sale negotiator fees,
HAFA credits, buyer and broker paid
concessions, and how those will be shown in
this disclosure form.
Unless providing a significant benefit to
consumer understanding or use that is not
attainable by any other method, the
renumbering of sections and the removal of
the section references currently contained in
the HUD-1 form should be avoided. In
particular, clarification should be made in the
instructions as to whether line 1308 is hardcoded for the Aggregate Adjustment, or
whether this item is shown on the last line of
this section (i.e. floating).
Unless providing a significant benefit to
consumer understanding or use that is not
attainable by any other method, the
renumbering of sections and the removal of
the section references currently contained in
the HUD-1 form should be avoided.
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o
o

CLUE Disclosure Fee
Utilities

These items do not fit under a header
“Services in Connection with your Loan”,
particularly since some of the charges may
those incurred by the seller.
(9) Technology problems occur from
renumbering/removal of settlement
statement form sections. Closing system
development costs rise exponentially when
these number and section references are
moved or changed since such systems are
built upon layers of coding. Such numbering
and section reference information impact
information transfer to other sub-systems and
reports including:

Unless providing a significant benefit to
consumer understanding or use that is not
attainable by any other method, the
renumbering of sections and the removal of
the section references currently contained in
the HUD-1 form should be avoided.

Reports – customer reports that pull from the
HUD-1 sections and HUD lines would need to
be assessed and recoded. Also, statistical
reporting required by regulatory bodies would
be impacted by line number description
changes.
Documents (other than the HUD) will be
affected as they currently “look” to particular
sections and lines for data. These would need
to be assessed and recoded.
Invoices created within the title software are
coded to pull from sections and HUD-1 lines
and would have to be assessed and recoded.
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Any software integrations that “read” from
HUD-1 sections and lines would have to be
assessed and recoded.
API’s that software providers give to
customers for customizations or integrations
would have to be assessed and recoded.
(10) For programming purposes, CFPB must
provide guidance on the format of negative
numbers/credits shown on the form.

B. Tolerance Requirements

(11) Each line in the settlement statement
portion, except those in the 800 section,
reference a “To” to be followed by a payee for
the item. Lenders currently require payees be
shown for all items. Further, the lack of such a
reference bolsters the connotation that the
form (even the settlement statement portion)
is a lender’s form.
(1) Should the concept of tolerance be
included in the new combined forms?

(2) How should tolerance cures be
documented?

The settlement disclosure instructions should
describe the appropriate method/ format for
showing negative numbers/credits to
establish uniformity.
Insert the “To” reference as described. See
also suggestions for form
partitioning/delegation.

Our view is that excessive increases in
settlement costs above initial estimates are
better handled through regulatory
enforcement of the “good faith” concept.
Also, current practice of disclosure reissuance
based upon “changed circumstances” simply
results in issuance of multiple revisions.
Further, requiring the lender to designate a
provider when offering shoppable services to
avoid tolerance penalties has resulted in
decreasing competition for services in the
marketplace.
If tolerance is continued, the settlement
disclosure instructions should also describe
the appropriate method/location of the cure
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(3) No reference is made on the settlement
statement portion of the form to the
distinctions made on the initial disclosure to
shoppable and non-shoppable services. Also,
no distinction is made on the “Limits on
Increases” page for any distinction between
the two.
(4) Should lender’s charges be a tolerance
item?
(5) Seller Pay concept and geographic
variances re: who pays for what.
(6) Should Owner’s Title Insurance be a
tolerance item? Discuss debit/credit
experiment.

(7) Should Transfer Tax be a tolerance item?

(8) The section separator between 0%
tolerance items and 10% tolerance items on
the “Limits on Increases” page is insufficient
and confusing.
(9) In the “Limits on Increases” section, use of
the terms “provider” and “affiliate” are made.

amounts on the form.
Has the distinction between shoppable and
non-shoppable services been removed as a
determinant for tolerance computations?

If tolerance is continued, lender’s charges
should be the only item included.

For the reasons previously discussed with
CFPB, owner’s title insurance costs should not
be included within the 10% tolerance amount.
Further, the requirement that owner’s title
policy costs always be shown in the buyer’s
column (with appropriate debits/credits
where the charge is paid by the seller) is very
confusing to consumers and should be
discontinued. Debit/Credit experiment: Is this
concept, which was part of the 2009 RESPA
Rule, being done away with in the SDF?
Confusing to consumer.
For the reasons previously discussed with
CFPB, transfer tax costs should not be
included either within the 10% tolerance
amount or as a zero tolerance item.
If tolerance is continued, a more adequate
separator is necessary, such that a consumer
does not total the 0% tolerance items with the
10% tolerance items.
Are these terms important to tolerance or
other computations? If so, please provide.
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C. Settlement Agent Info

D. “Roll-up” Lines and Aggregation of
Charges

(1) Settlement Agent File number and phone
number missing.

Include file number and phone number of
settlement agent. The settlement disclosure
instructions should also describe the
appropriate date to be inserted.

(2) “Date” should refer to a particular event in
the process (i.e. settlement date).

Pick appropriate modifier of “Date” and insert.
The settlement disclosure instructions should
also describe the appropriate date to be
inserted.

(3) Only one “date” shown on form

Consider whether to accommodate current
practice of inclusion of other dates (i.e.
funding date”). Also consider whether other
dates are necessary for TIL compliance. Also
consider FHA and GSE requirements.

(4) Does “agent” refer to settlement agent?

Add the word “settlement” before “agent”.
Also, instructions should indicate whether, in
the case of a corporate settlement agent, the
individual responsible for the closing also be
shown.

(5) “Location”

Either change to “Settlement Agent’s
Location” or specify in instructions that this is
the address of the settlement agent.

(1) The present version of the form is unclear
on the extent of aggregation required for
various items including settlement fees.

Itemization of settlement charges, particularly
to the extent necessary to differentiate
between those included in a TILA finance
charge calculation, should be established by
appropriate instructions for form completion.
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Absent sufficient itemization of charges,
lenders require settlement agents to prepare
additional itemization exhibits, adding to the
constantly growing number of settlement
forms. Also, state requirements for
segregation of fees for appropriate regulatory
reporting (i.e. title insurance policy
endorsement fees) must also be maintained.
E. Showing “Paid Outside Closing” Items

F. Information on Loan Terms/Costs

(1) Having a separate column for “Paid
Outside Closing” as well as an additional chart
for such items is duplicative and spaceconsuming. Also, we know of no use for the
totaling of POC items.

Remove both additional chart and separate
column, providing instructions to show POC
items as currently required by Appendix A
instructions for HUD-1.

(2) Showing a column designation “When” for
a POC item was paid is unnecessary.

Since the borrower is making the payment,
they will likely know exactly what was paid
and to who. If there is concern that lenders
charge borrower credit cards for payments
without disclosure, effective rules for such
charges can be established.

(3) Showing a column designation “Paid to”
for a POC item was paid is unnecessary.

Unclear on the various roles shown on the
form and how a settlement agent will
determine what role is appropriate for
placement in the disclosure. Unclear what the
impact would be of such designations to other
operations of the disclosure form.

(1) Much of the information shown on the
forms is only contained in the lender’s system

See form partitioning/delegation suggestion in
section A. Absent partitioning/delegation,
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and not in the settlement agent’s system.

form instructions should provide detailed
information on the party responsible for
completion of each section of the form and/or
delivery of information. Also, consider
whether repeating information contained on
the initial form is required/desirable.

(2) Inclusion of “Cash to Close” chart
unnecessary since the number will already
appear (with significantly more detail) on the
bottom of page one of the settlement
statement section.

Remove the “Cash to Close” section from the
final disclosure. This is more consistent with
the form statement, “This form is a statement
of final loan terms and actual settlement
costs.”

(3) Inclusion of two “Cash to Close” numbers
(one for the total needed and the other for
“settlement costs” breakout) is confusing.
Consumers will believe that the two numbers
should be added together. Further, the
breakout is unnecessary since the complete
detail of settlement charges is shown on
subsequent pages. Also, there is no reference
to the items included in “settlement costs”,
leaving the consumer to attempt their own
computations.

Remove the “Cash to Close” section from the
final disclosure. In the alternative, need better
description of items comprising “settlement
costs”, their location on the form and that the
subtotal shown is included in the other
number.

(4) Headers before lines 106, 406, 210 and 510 Add plural reference.
should use the plural “Adjustments…”.
(5) Page 2 header contains only Lender
information, when this is the section likely

Either add settlement agent info or substitute
settlement agent info for that of lender.
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completed by the settlement agent.
(6) The Adjustable Interest Rate (AIR) Table is
out of place in the current format. This
information is not contained in any settlement
agent system.

This section should either be deleted or
moved to a lender-completed section of the
forms partitioning/delegation suggested in
Section A.

(7) The “Lender Cost of Funds” section is
confusing and will be difficult for settlement
agents to explain to borrowers at closing.
After the form indicates “it is not a cost to
you”, most consumers will ignore.

This section should either be deleted or
moved to a lender-completed section of the
forms partitioning/delegation suggested in
Section A.

(8) The “Total Interest Percentage” section is
confusing and will be difficult for settlement
agents to explain to borrowers at closing. The
borrower will now see different numbers for
the note rate (which could be further
complicated by adjustable features and
disclosures), annual percentage rate and now
total interest percentage.

This section should either be deleted or
moved to a lender-completed section of the
forms partitioning/delegation suggested in
Section A.

(9) We are perplexed by CFPB’s concern
necessitating an “Assumption” disclosure
section and its placement in a final (as
opposed to an initial) disclosure form.

This section should either be deleted or
moved to a lender-completed section of the
forms partitioning/delegation suggested in
Section A.

(10) The “Demand Feature” disclosure section
is confusing and will be difficult for settlement
agents to explain to borrowers at closing. Is
this a balloon payment disclosure? Even in a

This section should either be deleted or
moved to a lender-completed section of the
forms partitioning/delegation suggested in
Section A.
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balloon note, the final payment is not “early”;
it is scheduled.

G. Lender Identification Info

(11) The “Liability After Foreclosure”
disclosure section is better placed in an initial
disclosure. Also, varying state laws (some
based upon case law rather than statute and
some based upon particular qualifying
conditions) may not provide simple and
accurate information.

This section should either be deleted, moved
to an initial disclosure or moved to a lendercompleted section of the forms
partitioning/delegation suggested in Section
A.

TBD (1) Use of the term “creditor” instead of
lender is confusing on top of page 2.

Change references from “creditor” to defined
term “lender”.

(2) Inappropriate and confusing use of
pronouns “we”, “us” and “our” in a combined
form, an undivided portion of which likely
completed by the settlement agent and not
the lender.

See form partitioning/delegation suggestion
under item D below. Absent
partitioning/delegation, reinsert term
“lender”.

(3) NMLS ID number blanks shown twice on
page two, when this is the section likely
completed by the settlement agent.

What is the necessity of have two NMLS ID
numbers? Also, suggest moving to page one.
Either add settlement agent info or substitute
settlement agent info for that of lender.
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